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Following the ODA review “Looking to the
future” the Editor is seeking additional
contributions including photographs, in
particular for years after 1970……where are
the members of the Soccer Team of 1978?
Gary Joyce (3rd right back row) recalls
Comprehensive School sport on page 4…
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Professional Debut. Jeff Burns Middleweight by Jeff Burns
Part One
On May 8th 1972 Dynevor School unwittingly celebrated a first in the sporting world
when former pupil Jeff Burns (1959-64) entered the ring at the National Sporting
Club, Cafe Royal in Piccadilly to become the first and I believe the only Dyvorian to
box as a professional.
While many of his schoolmates were studiously preparing themselves for the
demanding academic challenges that lay ahead it could be argued that Jeff used his
time at school to hone his
fighting skills. Many of his
classmates will recall that Jeff,
diminutive in physical stature,
was often involved in arguments
usually with lads much bigger
than himself, ending up with a
"settling of differences" in
Northampton Lane. The most
epic encounter he recalls was a
bruising bloody battle in the
"bogs", for which he was
rewarded with six lashes of the
cane administered by Mr
Meredydd Glyn Hughes.
This though was the real deal,
Jeff who had kicked the smoking
habit
about
12
months
previously had been living a
spartan life for four months
living and training with the
utmost dedication even resisting
the calls from his friends to have
a few pints on the weekend! He had trained under the guidance and supervision of
his coach/manager former British bantamweight contender Glyn Davies. Jeff had
treated his sparring partners with such ferocity and tenacity that his manager nick
named him "Bulldog" Burns.
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His first professional opponent would be Danny Barrett from Brixton who according
to the pundits was likely to give the ‘Bulldog’ a stern test in his professional debut.
Jeff remembers the weigh-in when Barrett sneered at him and told him to book the
early train back to Swansea. The debutante weighed in on the middleweight limit of
11 stone 6 pounds in old money, his opponent was 3 pounds lighter but 4 inches
taller at 5 feet 9 inches. Barrett was very well muscled and looked ready for business
as Jeff nervously attempted to avoid his menacing glares.
After the weigh-in it was lunch in what to Jeff was a pretty posh restaurant where he
and his manager were hosted by the matchmaker Les Roberts, who somewhat
ominously, Jeff thought, didn't want to discuss the forthcoming challenge or the
merits of Jeff's opponent.
After lunch it was off to a room in a Piccadilly hotel where ‘Bulldog’ would get some
much needed sleep, his party had left Swansea on the 7.30 train that morning. Jeff
woke about 6pm and remembers feeling ready for battle. It was as though the
months of hard training and monastic living had culminated in this great feeling of
power and strength that he would be able to take into the ring with him in just a few
hours time. He felt nervous but not afraid, he was ready for the six, three minute
round contest that lay ahead.
In the dressing room he laid out his ring attire all brand new, white trunks with letters
"JB" embroidered in red on the right leg, his white towel dressing gown with "Jeff
Burns, Swansea" in red on the back. He got dressed before his coach went through
the battle plan while bandaging his hands and fitting the black 8 ounce gloves in the
presence of the Boxing Board of Control Inspector. He then warmed up with a couple
of rounds of shadow boxing working up a good sweat. Then the call came from the
ring whip "Jeff Burns"! The Swansea boxer donned his dressing gown as his coach
smeared his face with the Vaseline he had taken from his bag containing the usual
cornerman's gear, the gumshield, swabs and adrenalin. The second cornerman would
carry the bucket, sponge and drinking water.
As they entered the hall the first thing that hit Jeff was the cigar smoke which seemed
to fill his lungs. How was he supposed to fight in those conditions, he thought? The
room was full of dinner jacketed gentlemen eager to see the two gladiators who were
the first boxers on the programme to do battle. Jeff climbed up the steps and slid
through the ropes. He was very nervous as he stepped on to the ring canvas for the
first time as a professional. He looked across the ring where his opponent had already
discarded his gown. He wore silky blue shorts, his muscular frame accentuated by
his black skin which was gleaming under the lights of the chandeliers. Barrett looked
in great condition!
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Glyn Davies gave Jeff his final words of encouragement as he fitted the gum shield
into his mouth. The MC had completed the announcements and the referee called
the boxers to the centre of the ring. This is where his adversary's height advantage
became very obvious as he stared down into Jeff's eyes, who looked up and returned
the stare with what he hoped was equal menace. Having completed his instructions
the referee sent them back to their corners to await the sound of the bell and come
out fighting. A final wink from his coach, as the timekeeper's instructions bellowed
out, "seconds out, round one"!
The final part of this dramatic encounter will appear in TD 33!!!!

_________________

Comprehensive Sporting Notes
by Gary Joyce…(1976-82)
I was fortunate enough to represent the school
in a variety of sporting disciplines – football,
rugby, cricket, athletics and basketball.
My introduction to representing the school
came early as in those days inter school
competitive matches were an important part
of every educational establishment in Swansea.
I can vividly remember attending a selection
meeting to pick the First Year school team for our very first match of the season with
Townhill Comprehensive School. A selection process which was made doubly difficult
by the fact that none of us in attendance had yet had a Games lesson and the Teacher
picking the team – Spencer Meredith, had not seen any of us play! This didn’t seem
to matter too much as his decision seemed to be based on which Primary School you
had attended and whether (or not) you were playing for a team outside of the school.
I was fortunate enough to have 3 things on my side. Firstly, I had attended Mayhill
Primary School, which, at that time had a decent reputation for football. Secondly, I
was playing for Cwm Albion which was particularly well known as being a source of
impressive footballers (I believe Jeremy Charles – son of Mel and nephew of John had
played for both Cwm Albion and Dynevor a few years prior before moving on to fame
and glory) and thirdly, I was a goalkeeper amongst a group made up almost entirely
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of centre forwards! At the time, I didn’t care to know the reason why good fortune
had smiled on me. All that mattered was that I had been picked to play and it
seemed the most important thing in the world.
Back in the mid-1970’s, the school had an excellent reputation for football and rugby.
Saturday mornings involved vying for transport and playing kit with the various year
group football and rugby teams and it was not uncommon for Ashleigh Road to have
5 or 6 representative teams from Dynevor in attendance. Our home pitch was, of
course, the Ganges. Situated no more than a stone’s throw from the centre of town!
I am of course, being ironic, as many of you will know that our home pitch was a good
15-20 minute bus ride from the school. As I was living at the time in Mayhill, it was
pretty easy for me to get to matches on the weekend but my classmates from Mount
Pleasant and the Sandfields found it rather more difficult. In fact, initially we would
have to walk from Mayhill down to the school in order to walk or catch a bus back up
to Townhill! Thankfully, that arrangement came to an end after a number of heavy
legged second half performances from the Mayhill based players.
I was extremely fortunate to play for my year group team throughout my time at the
school. We had a pretty decent team with myself, Robert Norman, Paul Evans, Ian
Hole, Kevin Roper, Dai Thomas, Dai Brooks and Shane Robinson being ever present
from Years one to five. We were always competitive if a little short on quality in
comparison with Cefn Hengoed and Bishop Vaughan. These teams always seemed to
have the upper hand and if we managed to beat one of those in the inter school cup,
we always seemed to face the other in the next round with the usual dire
consequences.
Having specialised in football and flirted with cricket and athletics in the summer
(with no real success in either sport), I was introduced to rugby and basketball at the
relative old age of 16. This was forced on me due to an unpleasant encounter with
my GCSE’s. A mixture of over-confidence, lack of application and basic stupidity had
earned me 1 pass (English Language – A Grade) and 8 fails. This forced me to
undertake the ritual humiliation of re-sits and a year in the 6th Form. With the benefit
of hindsight, this experience taught me a valuable life lesson. This lesson was also
ironically, our old school motto ‘nihil sine labore’ – nothing without work. This was
particularly apt for me as I was not keen on putting in too much effort in anything
other than sport! The 6th Form was fantastic for me in an academic sense (I managed
to gain another 6 GCSE’s) and in a sporting sense too as I was forced to play 2 new
sports due to the fact that all my old football pals had decided that the world of paid
work held more attraction than the 6th Form Common Room. Under the stewardship
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of Mr. Hopkins and Mr. Evans, I managed to ‘con’ my way into playing in the old boys
game at St Helens (an event at which every pupil in the school attended at the time).
I was lucky enough to play with a couple of ‘guest’ players who had played first class
rugby, one of whom (recently retired from playing, Gareth Jenkins) went on to coach
the national team and who at that game, delivered the best team talk I have ever
heard in my sporting life! It was the first and last time that I have ever felt totally
invincible on the rugby field and it lasted all of 10 minutes until I attempted a front on
tackle on a particularly well-built second row forward (thankfully, my nose cushioned
the blow to my face).
Our basketball team under Mr Gwynn had the advantage of our home gym. Very
small, very cold and with massive radiators which, if you judged it right, you could
manoeuvre unsuspecting players into with painful consequences (the out of bounds
was the actual wall!). It was, at times, like playing with a couple of extra (if slow
moving) players and we were, for a couple of years pretty unbeatable locally. My
love affair with basketball lasted until my early 20’s until responsibilities and being
several inches too short for my position, got in the way. (I took up basketball again at
the age of 43 and played competitively for another 3 years)
Dynevor School nurtured my love of sport and competition and it has stayed with me
my whole life. I still play competitive football at the age of 52 (veterans league
obviously) and my will to win and the enjoyment I feel in participating is the same
now as it was then with my friends and team mates, in the wooden changing rooms
at the Ganges or in the tiny, cold upper gym above the old tuck shop. It has taught
me the value of effort, commitment and endeavour and it has gifted me the pleasure
of knowing what it is to be part of a collective group looking out for one another and
aspiring towards a common goal.
Front page photograph [courtesy WGAS]: Third Year Soccer Team 1978:Back row l to r: Ray Craven (PE Teacher), Chris Anthony, Dai Thomas, Gary Joyce, Carey Fuge &
Brian Evans (PE Teacher)
Front Row l to r: Shane Robinson, ???, Ian Hole, Kevin Roper, Kevin
Simms, David Haycock(?) & John Lewis.

Welcome to new ODA members,

2016/17

Donald Hughes (1945); Jeff Lewis (1955); Alwyn Richards (1957);
Roger Hiley (1962); Philip Nedin (1964); Peter Sinclair (1964); and
Philip Grey (1982). Joyce Wills made an Honourary Member 2017.
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“ A Travellin’ Man“

by Harry Norris (1952-59)

Aptly titled “Winter 2016/2017 TOD No. 30”, was at the
top of a pile of unopened mail awaiting my wife and I on
return from our 5-week escape from the snow and
frigidity of Ottawa, Canada (allegedly the world’s coldest
capital) to the warmer climes of southern Georgia, USA.
This was an outstanding Issue, in which the first two
articles particularly impacted me – “Reflections on
English Masters …” because Ossie Morris was also my
teacher; and Lyn Thomas’s travel experiences (including
extremely poverty-stricken rural S. & N. Carolina,
through which we had just passed), because I am also “ a
travellin’ man, all over the world” (to quote the Ricky Nelson
hit song of the 1960’s), having lived-in, visited, worked-in or
consulted-in 60 countries prior to closing my consulting
practice in 2012.
My travels actually had their origin just
outside Dynevor’s “Fives” courts in 1955 where, over a period
of 2 weeks or so, I had to sell my prized Stanley Gibbons stamp
album and its contents (including a mint set of the entire
Commonwealth 1953 Coronation stamps) to raise the funds to
purchase an overnight saddle-bag for my bike to enable cycletouring with overnight stops at Youth Hostels. Consequently
in the Spring holiday of 1955, I was able to do two solo 3-day trips. The first was to
Hereford (with its Cathedral and famous Mappa Mundi) and Gloucester Cathedrals,
and the second was to West Wales and St. David’s Cathedral. In the summer, Fred
Fielding accompanied me on a 2-week odyssey to Lincoln Cathedral and the Fen
District – quite an outing for two 14-year-olds, but the roads were much safer and
there were far fewer cars in 1955 than there were by 1960.
After a couple of
years, cycle-touring gave way to hitch-hiking which (even in the pre-motorway era)
allowed one to average twice the speed and three times the distance in an 8-12 hour
day. Yet there was to be another unexpected travel-related consequence and
connection to Dynevor, which was to prove highly beneficial.
In the Lower VI, I took Physics, Pure Maths and Applied Maths but (as a result of a
change in school from Welbeck College back to Dynevor, which stumbled me in
Maths) had poor grades. This did not deter me from applying to Imperial College –
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much to the irritation of Meredydd Hughes, our new Headmaster who told me (no
doubt with the best of intentions) that, in light of Imperial’s normal requirements for
a minimum of an A and two B’s in the Advanced GCE, I was wasting my time and his in
applying.
Undeterred, I hitch-hiked to London for the interview at Imperial
scheduled for the afternoon of a cold and miserable November day. In the morning
prior to the interview I had read a Bible passage from Mark 11.23-24, which tells us to
pray in faith for the impossible – which I did. When I arrived at Imperial, the only
question which Professor Christopherson (head of Mechanical Engineering) asked me
was: “Norris, do you have any hobbies ?” My response was “Yes, sir, my hobby is to
visit every Cathedral in Wales and Southern England.”
His reaction was “That’s splendid! I’m on the Board of the Church Commissioners –
you’ll need to get at least a C and two D’s to come to Imperial”.
Though never qualifying for the School Team, Dynevor also developed my enthusiasm
for Rugby (which had to remain dormant for over 30 years after I discovered that
Canadian and US “Football” broke all the rules) which was revived during a 3-year
consulting assignment in South Africa, and eventually culminated in one of the most
memorable days in my life. In 1995 from the vantage of a seat in a private box behind
the goal-posts in Ellis Park, Johannesburg, the scene later memorialised in the film
“Invictus” played out before me as President Mandela (wearing Springboks shirt No 8)
presented the trophy to the Springboks who had won the World Cup over the All
Blacks after two extensions of time.
_______________________

Top of the Form ……….well nearly!!

Steve Lang 1959-1966

Very interested to read that Dynevor entered TOTF in 1967,
reported in TD 31. But are you aware of the major controversy
when Dynevor made a previous entry, I think in 1965, from
memory the opposition was a school in Bromsgrove? I was in
the audience supporting our team. The teams finished with
equal points and the result was decided by a tie-breaking
question, for some reason asked of the youngest boy in the
opposition. The compere made it clear that an incorrect
answer, or no answer, would result in Dynevor going through
to the next round. The young lad was asked “If you sail from Plymouth in a westerly
direction around the World, which cape do you go round first?”. He quite clearly
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answered “Cape of Good Hope, Sir”. The compere then said “Wrong, try again” and
the young lad answered “Cape Horn, Sir”. The tie was awarded to the other school!!
When BBC TV broadcast the recording two weeks later, all reference to “Cape of
Good Hope” had been edited out. It appeared as if the young lad had given the
correct answer instantly.
[Top Of the form was a BBC radio and television quiz show for teams from secondary
schools in the UK which ran for 38 years, from 1948 to 1986. Hosted by Geoffrey
Wheeler from 1962-75 and Tim Gudgin and Paddy Feeny from 1965-86.]

'67-ers celebrate 50th anniversary
Reunion weekend raises over £3000 for charity, writes Ted Nield:-

Almost 50 years to the day since they first walked through the Pell Street gates, 45
survivors of the 1967 intake met in Swansea for a reunion weekend.
Beginning on Friday with a tour of the school buildings, now owned by the University of
Wales Trinity St David, a group of 20 marveled at the transformations - including of the
prefects’ room, into a framing room and the Headmaster's study into a life drawing
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class with warning notices about 'nudity
within'. The tour was led by Caroline
Thraves, UWTSD's Head of School, Fine
and Media Arts. Many went on to tour
the Liberty Stadium, filling the hours
before the first reunion at the
Brunswick, Duke St., - a favourite aperitif
venue for the Year’s popular curry
nights. So many people turned up that in another echo of days gone by and Mas
Baker and Bray - the Thai Bach had to feed us all in two sittings.
On Saturday 2 September, 49 years and 363 days after our first day, the sporting
factions held a golf tournament at Swansea Bay Golf Club, and in the afternoon many
more attended one of two rugby matches - Ospreys v. Zebre at the Liberty and Crymych
v Dunvant at Broadacre, Killay. (Ospreys won, Crymych lost.)
At 18.30, the full complement of 45 was welcomed with a complimentary Buck's Fizz at
the Dragon Hotel's Pembrey Suite. Many had booked in for the night, and benefited
from unrivalled views over what remains of Dynevor’s buildings. During an excellent
dinner, we heard reminiscences and reflections from Rob Liscombe and Hywel Davies.
Keith James on living his pharma-fuelled California dream out in San Diego, and Ted
Nield remembered his first encounter with Lord Flowers FRS, and an unexpected ride in
his limousine.
The Organising Committee, while working on the reunion for almost four years, had
wanted to make the weekend more than just a never-to-be repeated jolly. Since
hearing that the grandson of one of our year, Dr. Bill Miller, had suffered a traumatic
birth resulting in severe disability, we decided to use the occasion to raise money for
the charity, 'Thinking of Theo'. The Dragon Hotel chipped in with a prize, and many
were the bottles of individually-donated fancy booze on the table for the raffle.
Uniquely valuable donated items, (a view of Mumbles Head painted in oils by Phil
Hughes from a photograph by Gareth Morgan; a free portrait in oils, memorabilia of
Swansea Town and City AFC - through Mike Clement - items including plectra and
drumsticks connected with Black Sabbath; and a Commonwealth silver half groat found
by our notorious detectorist Alan Standish) helped us raise over £2000 in all over the
day.
Apart from the organising committee, led by Year Convener Phil Hughes, ‘notable effort
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awards’ should go to: Lance Webster for website and graphic design work contributed
by Ridler Webster; Stephen Kirk, who came over from Switzerland; Keith James who
dropped in from San Diego; and Ross Best who - despite only having attended Dynevor
in our third year - flew all the way from his home in Queensland Australia to meet a
bunch of guys who remembered him a lot better than maybe he remembered them.
If other years wish to do something similar, I and other members of the '67 Reunion
Committee would be pleased to offer our advice and assistance if (after a severe
talking-to) you should persist in your enthusiasm. You can contact us via me at
geoscribe@yahoo.co.uk.
Post Script: We were all greatly saddened by the news that Dr. Bill Miller's grandson
Theo died suddenly and unexpectedly at the end of October. The sincere
condolences of the Old Dy'vorian Association go out to him and the whole family.

__________________________

Trafalgar Day Post Script
As a follow up to the photograph of a WW1 sailor in TOD
27, additional information has come to light at the
National Maritime Museum Archive at Greenwich as to
an incident on Trafalgar Day 1917. A/B Idris Jones was
the brother of David Jones an SMS (Dynevor) pupil 19111913 and first cousin of Sydney Jones SMS (Dynevor) 1907-1909.

HMS Marmion
By Autumn 1917 escorted
convoys were regularly moving
across the North Sea. “As one
convoy left Lerwick, eastbound,
another sailed from Bergen
westbound, both escorted by
destroyers. A central rendezvous
was designated, midpoint ,which
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convoys would pass either side of”.
HMS Marmion an M Class Destroyer was
hurriedly steamed on 20th October 1917
to replace HMS Obedient, (which had
fouled her propellers with wire), one of
two escort vessels out of Lerwick.
Marmion proceeded at 16 knots to join
HMS Narwhal, the other eastbound
destroyer on escort duty. Sailing
westward from Bergen, destroyers Tirade
and Sarpedon were escorting their
convoy bound for Lerwick and making for
the north of the rendezvous point as
instructed.
Marmion had been ordered to track and join HMS Narwhal at first light, the latter under
Lieutenant Commander Hudson. Unfortunately Hudson who was later criticised had also
chosen a route to the North of the rendezvous point.
On commissioning Marmion had joined the 11th Destroyer Flotilla and transferred to
Scapa Flow in July 1916 engaged in escort duties and patrol. Marmion and the flotilla
would accompany the Grand Fleet battleships as Battle Cruisers in their forays into the
North Sea in quest of action with the German High Seas fleet. A Scapa Flow sailor
recorded:- “Life was hard at the best of times in a Destroyer. In wartime and in northern
waters, with endless days and nights at sea, on patrol or escort duties- sea sick,
everything sticky and wet.
Admiralty R Class Destroyer HMS
Sarpedon [IWM]
The smell of oil and fear of floating
mines at night made it hell at times. Yet
I doubt if anyone of the crew would
want to leave for the greater ease and
security of a ‘big ship’. Almost everyone in a small ship gets to feel he is someone in time;
with a greater sense of responsibility and the need of self discipline to the advantage of
many in later years.”
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77 crew were aboard Marmion on Trafalgar Day no doubt ready along with all other
British Ships crews to celebrate with extra rations.
“At 1.30a.m. on the 21st, Tirade (1 of 62 ‘R’ type Destroyers) sighted a darkened ship,
about four cables away fine on her starboard bow. Helm was put to starboard and
navigation lights switched on but the stranger was also seen to be altering to starboard,
so Tirade reversed helm and put her engines full astern. The stranger passed across her
bows, starboard to port at an angle of about twenty degrees, and as her bows dropped
with the swell, she came down with some force on to the unfortunate Marmion striking
her amidships, and also cutting her in two. She filled and sank rapidly……”[TNA :PRO ADM
137/3303]

The Tirade survived the collision but all hands on the Marmion were lost. Ten bodies
were recovered including A/B Jones, of whom eight were named. They are buried along
with 72 other WW1 sailors, many causalities of the Battle of Jutland, at Fredrikstad
Commonwealth Graves Cemetery, south of Oslo.

___________

The Gareth Jones Show by Gareth Jones

(1967-74)

The article in the recent edition of ‘The Dy’vorian’ about Radio City reminded me of
my own experiences as a young and primitive ‘DJ’ on Radio LF at Morriston Hospital in
the early 70s. I was 16 or 17 and I’d met some of the guys working there through a
mutual friend. There was a vacancy and ‘The Gareth Jones Show’ was launched on a
Friday evening, 8-10pm. It was a bilingual show and I did an all Welsh slot for half an
hour or so – many of the hospital’s patients at that time were Welsh speaking. Late
afternoon, early evening, my girlfriend and I toured the wards to gather requests to
be played just an hour or two later, then it was back to the little basement studio
mentioned in the article – a tiny space - to find the records in the filing cabinets and
get everything set up. The records were cued up on the three turntables, after the
BBC news at 8 we flicked the switch to Radio LF and we were on the air! First the
Radio LF theme, then fade to my theme tune - ‘Listen to the Music’ by The Doobie
Brothers, a big hit in 1972 – and my welcome intro and fade into the first record of
the night. Then it was headphones on, cue up the records and the requests and all go
from there to 10 o’clock. Just the two of us. In those days, fading in and out was
completely manual – you twiddled the knobs. Gently turn down the volume on the
music, turn up the volume on the mic to speak, back and fore. It was very basic and
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hands-on. Getting an automatic mic that dipped the music when you spoke was a
fantastic innovation – very exciting! It came to an end when I went off to university
and my swan song was a Christmas ‘special’ – basically because there was no one else
to cover it! It didn’t lead to a career in radio or show biz but it was great fun, I learned
an awful lot and I look back fondly, and with amazement, that there really was a
Gareth Jones Show on the radio, once upon a time in the west

Dear Mr. Editor:

from Rhys Bryant (1947-54)

What an interesting picture of the bus climbing Penygraig Road on
its way to Townhill and Ganges Field, on the cover of TD31!
First: Ganges Field. There has been lots of surmise about the name
"Ganges." It sounds like it came from India. But it didn't. The
groundskeeper, for all the years that I remember, was a Mr. Gange or Mr. Genge.
When I was little he was 10 feet tall, with a deep voice, and giant stride. He used to
chase little boys off his field, and we would scamper away, only to come back when
he had gone home.
We called him Gangie. The field then became "Gangies's Field." It obviously morphed
into Ganges Field.
Second: I remember those single-decker buses going up the hill. When the bus was
filled to overflowing, it was quite a difficult job to overcome gravity, with the driver
grinding the gears as he urged the bus uphill. Occasionally the bus company tried to
run a double-decker up the hill, but that never seemed to work.
Then came "flat-fronters," which I believe had an automatic clutch (or some newfangled device) which seemed to tackle the hill more easily. When I started in
Dynevor (1947), it cost me one penny to
ride the bus.
[Photo: Rhys Bryant and Stuart Holmes,
Ganges Field 1950]
The buses going to Townhill and Mayhill
started off from Dynevor Place, which
was right outside the school. Form 2C
was on the upper level overlooking the
bus stop.
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But this is my question. The license plate on the bus
looks to be FCY 346. What year was that? Could it
be that at some time I rode the very bus on the
front page of the recent Dy'vorian?
‘ Jayne and Rhys Bryant 2017 ‘

Special visitor:

Lynda Hirst was visiting Wales in
September from her home near Brisbane. Her father
Peter (1940) and brother Peter Robert Williams (1961)
attended the school before the family emigrated to
Australia in 1963. Lynda had kindly contributed material
relating to her father’s involvement with the school ATC
squadron and extended her best wishes to the
Association.

In the other direction:

Former ODA President Phil Stone (year of 1959) and
family members visited Melbourne in September and courtesy of the ODA
membership team met up with Cliff Picton (1950) and Bill Rawlins (1955), who have
both spent much of their working lives in Australia.
They were given the warmest of
welcome over lunch at the city’s Arts
Centre followed by a walkabout
acquainting them with many of the
visitor attractions that Australia’s second
most populous city has to offer.
From front to back: left: Cliff Picton, Robert
Stone, Liz Rawlins, Jane Picton: right: Phil Stone,
Bill Rawlings, Gilian Stone, Alison Stone,

http://www.facebook.com @DynevorRevisited
Twitter: (@DynevorSchool)
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House of Commons....30th October 2017

by Lyn Thomas (1958-63)

The first event specifically
organised
for
Old
Dy’vorians living in the
South-East, a lunch in a private dining room in the House of Commons was a
resounding success. 24 diners enjoyed a superb lunch hosted by Old Dy’vorian, Dr.
Julian Lewis MP, with those present invited to introduce themselves in time to view
the Speaker’s Procession before the next session of the House started.
Before lunch we had been joined by Lord (Donald) Anderson, former Father of the
House who spoke to the gathering and at 2 o’clock the doors to the dining room burst
open. In swept Mr. Speaker, John Bercow MP who then addressed the diners
entertainingly for 10 minutes before rushing off again.
We were able to view the proceedings of the Commons for the rest of the afternoon;
a sparsely attended House debating local government issues, before the benches
started filling up, including the Prime Minister and the Leader of the Opposition to
hear a lengthy statement by the Speaker on the need to eliminate sexual harassment
in Parliament.
After three hours the Speaker’s deputy now in the chair, came a
statement by the Foreign Secretary, Boris Johnson marking the centenary of the
Balfour Declaration and outlining the current policy on Israel and Palestine.
It is clear that all enjoyed the occasion and it remains to decide what to do next!
[Thanks are due to Julian Lewis for facilitating the day, and to organisers Lyn Thomas
and Dudley Sinnett.]
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Eric’s Archive
Since the last issue of The Dy’vorian, Eric
Karklins (Year of 1959) has kindly made
available to the ODA an archive
containing scans of black and white
photos that he took while in the sixth
form at Dynevor, recalling facets of
school life in the 1960s. Most of these
photos are ‘candid’ - they include
pictures of staff and pupils that were
taken without the knowledge of the
subject(s), often at the ‘Ganges’ on
sports day or even in the classroom:
Eric’s archive is available to browse on our website. If you have yet to see it, please go
to:
http://www.dynevorrevisited.org.uk
and select ‘School History’. ODs
are asked please, to put names to the faces. For example, the picture shown has Cyril
Jones (Tojo) in conversation with Gareth Bevan (1957). Can anyone name the pupil in
the foreground? Please send names of unidentified pupils or staff in the archive or
any amendments to the picture captions already included, to Phil Stone (1959) at
philstone1@icloud.com. Enjoy browsing!

Backbench Parliamentary Politics
A transcript of Dr.Julian Lewis’ lecture presented to the Association and
UWTSD on 25th May 2017 is now available under ‘past events’ on the
ODA Website. www.dynevorrevisited.org.uk

Dynevor Its name and building history
The well documented and illustrated research by Roger L Brown can be
found on the ODA website under ‘School History’……
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In Memoriam:














Kath Llewellyn, who taught Physics died in May 2017 aged 90
James Hugh Devereux, staff member died 17th May 2017
Rev. Gelert R Antony-Roberts (1959-63) died in June 2017
Dr. Bob Russell Jones OBE (1957-65) died suddenly on 29th June 2017
Derrick Howells (Flash) who taught Geography (1960-70) died
suddenly on 27th July 2017
Terry Noonan (1961-68) B.Sc,C.Eng.,MICE died suddenly on 3rd August
2017. ODA President 2003
Dr.Christie Davies (1953-61) died on 26th August 2017
Sir Alan Thomas (1954-61) died suddenly on 29th August 2017
Gerald McDonald (1945-) died in October 2017
Brian Waygood (1947-54) died on 1st November 2017
Peter Cosker (1958-63) died on 11th November 2017
Malcolm Bancroft (1944-48) died on 20th November 2017
Donald Allen (1935-40) died in November 2017

The Association was saddened to hear of the passing of
Jill Dickinson on 31st October. Jill and Old Dy’vorian
husband David have been active supporters of the
Association over many years including principally,
organising the Annual Association Dinner . Jill managed
Fuller obituaries can be found in ‘school history/ In memoriam’ at
the bookings precisely, and together the Dickinsons
www.dynevorrevisited.org.uk
have ensured that this ‘flagship’ event in the ODA
calendar has proceeded smoothly, each year, in all its
very many aspects , resulting not only in a ‘good night
enjoyed by all’, but substantial year on year numbers in attendance. We
extend a very big ‘thankyou’ for Jill’s expertise and commitment, and sincere
condolences to David, Peter, Sarah and their family in their sad loss.
________________
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The Association Education Awards
Dr. John Rees, ODA President,
presented
the
2017
Association Awards to the four
winning students from UWTSD
at the Swansea School of Art,
Dynevor Campus on 9th
November. From left to right:
Filofteia Galea, (Film); Zoe
Noakes (Surface Pattern);
Stacey
Brown
(Sports
Portfolio); and Linh Duong,
(Graphic Design). The special
qualities of each of these most
promising
and
deserving
students and the hurdles each has overcome in pursuing their education, were
illustrated by tutors from their faculties.
Prior to the Awards former ODA President Edgar McCarthy on
behalf of the Association, recalled the history of the Awards
originating in 2005, going on to pay tribute to Joyce Wills
recently retired from Faculty Administration at the College. Edgar
described the major role Joyce had played in ensuring that the
Awards and the other various ODA functions held at the College
were properly sourced and arranged. Joyce accepted a
‘thankyou’ gift and Honorary Membership of the Association.
The Awards were followed at 7pm with the Annual ODA lecture
delivered this year by local historian Tudor Price, (year of 1958),
entitled “Among Some Swansea Schoolboys in two World Wars”. The talk was centred
upon two of his recently published books, supported by the Association, which examine
aspects of Swansea social history including the impact of the two wars upon former
pupils of Swansea Secondary Schools and Dynevor in particular. Tudor was thanked
most warmly by John Rees after what had proved to be an excellent and much
appreciated talk. (Copies of the book “Among Some Swansea Schoolboys 1939-45” are
available from the ODA Secretary or the The Dy’vorian Editor, priced £7.99 + £1.95 p&p.)
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Diary date! ODA Annual Dinner : 13 April 2018

Speaker: Jeff Burns.. Old Dy’vorian, author and
former professional Middleweight boxer!!!
Reservation form included with this edition……..
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